
Maximize Your Moments of Value. Orchestrate your merchandising, distribution and 
supply chain to present customers with the right products and pricing — and a 
consistent brand experience — across your wholesale, retail and web channels.

A single, real-time view into operations gives fashion companies like yours the systems 
and analytics necessary to scale an agile, customer-centric business. It’s a system that 
allows businesses to greet their wholesale, retail and online customers with a seamless 
experience by presenting products that can be fulfilled across any channel; built on a 
proven, reliable platform that we’ve made cost-efficient and faster to implement. 

FashionPath from Capgemini: Drive your growth strategy from ideas to reality.

FashionPath

Rapid SAP Implementations 
for Fashion Companies
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Waiting for Data is a  
Real Problem 

enabling fashion retailers to achieve their 
strategic objectives in highly competitive 
environments. 

Capgemini has built and is delivering 
Intellectual Property in the areas of 
implementation, infrastructure, application 
management, and business process 
outsourcing and has integrated this with 
SAP’s License Maintenance.

FashionPath is designed for both 
rapid return on investment and for 
improvements over time to help you realize 
greater value. Leveraging both SAP’s and 
Capgemini’s global fashion industry real-
world experience, FashionPath starts out 
pre-configured and ready for deployment.

•	 A small- to medium-sized company 
may select “out of the box” elements 
of FashionPath to begin exploiting the 
advantages of SAP right away. 

•	 A larger retailer may use FashionPath as 
a visioning platform: a way to exploit the 
embedded leading practices to reach 
a desired “to be” environment more 
efficiently and effectively.

Companies of all sizes will appreciate that 
the solution is enhanced with accelerators 
for a full implementation cycle, including: 

1. Leading practices across multiple 
wholesale, retail and e-commerce 
business scenarios, already pre-
configured for rapid deployment; 

2. Implementation process flows and 
procedures, including system designs 
and documentation; and 

3. A robust product and process training, 
as well as optional assistance in 
managing organizational change.

The foundation of FashionPath is its core 
of SAP FMS (see Figure 1). Capgemini’s 
industry experience and proven templates 
speed customization and integration of the 
solution. This can be delivered on SAP’s 
HANA In-Memory platform as an 
affordable monthly payment model, 
inclusive of the implementation and 
training programs for which Capgemini  
is known. 

FashionPath is a robust solution that 
delivers all the benefits of SAP, customized 
for the fashion industry at a lower cost, 
with faster implementation. Get the 
improvements in agility, end-to-end 
process transparency, and real-time, 
integrated data you need to make better, 
faster decisions. 

We’ll Get You Going, Faster 

Connecting different systems, then 
batching, exporting, uploading and 
syncing data, won’t give you the reaction 
time you need to lead the market. 
FashionPath from Capgemini, built with 
SAP’s Fashion Management Solution 
(FMS) on HANA, brings all of your data 
into a single system to accelerate the 
“speed-to-decision” process. The result? 
Your company can react more quickly 
and profitably to new opportunities, ever-
faster fashion cycles, inventory issues and 
changing routes to market.  

FashionPath is a comprehensive, cost-
effective solution that delivers all the 
benefits of SAP, customized for fashion 
and unique to your business needs. Our 
accelerated deployment approach draws 
upon many years of experience — not 
just in implementing SAP, but also in 

Figure 1: FashionPath: Faster Implementation, Faster ROI

If you’ve ever waited days to match 
in-store results with online ads, to see the 
impact of a new style in China, or to move 
inventory from your web fulfillment center 
to help out a retail site, you know it is not 
easy to be a lean and successful omni-
channel fashion company. While you’re 
waiting for reports, other companies 
swoop in and take your sales, maybe even 
your customers. 

Most business systems only have the 
capacity to deal with the intricacies 
of retailing or wholesaling, not both. 
That’s because having multiple routes 
to market grows the data exponentially. 
Styles, colors, and sizes are multiplied by 
minimum order quantities, private labeling 
requirements, and wholesale versus 
retail pricing. Add to that the localization 
of sizing, currency, language and other 
requirements that are essential to selling 
globally. 
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intellectual property-protected solutions 
for the cloud, mobility, analytics, and 
HANA; our OnePath pricing and licensing 
models; and preconfigured industry 
solutions across the entire lifecycle  
of services.

Our solutions and implementation 
methodologies are built on Capgemini’s 
deep industry experience, LEAN  
Six Sigma techniques, and our extensive 
capabilities in systems design, deployment 
and support. We can also maintain your 
SAP solution and manage its applications, 
supporting improved performance over 
time, even as your business needs 
change.

FashionPath delivers an SAP solution 
scaled to fit your business — today and 
tomorrow — so you can count on it for 
affordable, well-managed growth.

From connecting the digital experience to 
brick and mortar stores, to using data 
analytics and insights to gain a 360° view 
of a consumer, Capgemini works together 
with companies to arrive at clear answers 
to complex questions. Our fresh 
perspective helps clients see beyond the 
challenge to the opportunity.

Capgemini: Your Single 
Source Provider

We See the Big Picture

As a global, award-winning alliance 
partner and systems integrator, Capgemini 
delivers end-to-end services — from 
strategic consulting through to large-scale, 
transformative technology implementations 
and ongoing support. We use standard 
global tools and methods to deliver 
complex SAP projects for some of the 
world’s leading companies, as well as 
forward-looking fashion companies of  
all sizes.

We drive results through licensing, 
implementation, infrastructure (on-premise, 
hybrid or cloud deployments) and 
application management in key industries 
across the globe. With more than 16,300 
SAP resources, we focus on delivering 
business value through our SAP Delivery 
and Solution Design Centers using our 

Key Benefits of FashionPath

•	 Industry-specific Technology
 – SAP FMS licensing 
 – Enhancements and configurations 

aligned to fashion and apparel 
business scenarios

•	 Rapid Implementation

 – Clearly defined scope, timeframe, 
blueprint process, training and 
technical documentation

 – Preconfigured and tested, end-to-
end integrated business scenarios

 – Deployed on the SAP 
HANA platform

 – Experienced implementation team

•	 Flexible Options

 – Runs in the cloud; on-premise 
options are available

 – Monthly payment model 
for predictable capex or 
opex expenditures

 – Hosting and/or application 
management options available

•	 Accelerated Results

 – A single, near real-time view of 
your data

 – Plan better and respond faster

With Capgemini on your team, your 
SAP implementation can deliver 
real business value. That’s because 
FashionPath helps improve core 
business processes, enabling the 
delivery of more accurate, reliable, and 
timely information to users throughout 
your enterprise. Teams have the 
information needed for cross-functional 
collaboration, wholesale customer 
order management, manufacturing, 
multi-channel merchandising, improved 
supply chain management, and overall 
enterprise management.

Capgemini has successfully deployed 
many SAP solutions, helping to transform 
the operations of retailers and wholesale 
distribution companies worldwide —
including general merchandise, fashion, 
groceries, and specialty companies.  
Our industry knowledge, technology 
experience, and business acumen can 
help speed your success. 
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About Capgemini
Now with 180,000 people in over 40 countries, Capgemini is one of the 
world’s foremost providers of consulting, technology and outsourcing 
services. The Group reported 2014 global revenues of EUR 10.573 billion 
(about $14 billion USD at 2014 average rate). 

Together with its clients, Capgemini creates and delivers business, technology 
and digital solutions that fit their needs, enabling them to achieve innovation 
and competitiveness. A deeply multicultural organization, Capgemini has 
developed its own way of working, the Collaborative Business ExperienceTM, 
and draws on Rightshore®, its worldwide delivery model.

Learn more about us at  

www.capgemini.com

The information contained in this document is proprietary. ©2016 Capgemini. All rights reserved. 
Rightshore® is a trademark belonging to Capgemini.

For more information:

Steven Lambert
Vice President
Fashion Segment Leader, North America
steven.lambert@capgemini.com
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http://www.capgemini.com/about/how-we-work/the-collaborative-business-experiencetm
http://www.capgemini.com/about/how-we-work/rightshorer

